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Abstract 

The paper briefly refers to the feasibilities of the switched condenser (S. C.) concept in 
power electronics. Its main objective is the description of a thyristor chopper as it is one of 
the application of the S. C. concept. Its main attractions stem from the fact that no forced 
commutation is needed, it operates with high frequency at and near full load and its thyristor 
current is partly sinusoidal. 

1. Introduction 

The switched condenser (S. C.) concept developed in the field of 
communication engineering and the feasibilities of the idea in power electronics 
will briefly referred to with the help of two basic circuits. 

The main objective of the paper is the description of a thyristor chopper. 
Its operation is based on the S. C. concept. No forced commutation circuitry 
is needed. The recommended operation frequency around full load is several 
thousand Hertz. The thyristor derating factor is less at partly sinusoidal 
current than at trapezoidal one. The partly sinusoidal current is favourable 
from the viewpoint of Electro Magnetic Interference (EMI) compared to the 
trapezoidal one. 

First a basic configuration with symmetrical supply voltage is discussed. 
It is not a practical circuit since its output voltage cannot be changed. However, 
the understanding of its operation helps the description of the mode of action 
of the chopper circuit developed from the basic configuration supplementing 
it by either two diodes or two thyristors. 

2. Switch condenser concept 

The analog le technology widely applies the operational amplifier, the 
condenser and the resistance as principal components. The operational 
amplifiers and the condensers of excellent quality can be produced by MOS 
technology. The properties of the resistance are far not so favourable. 

1* 
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The switched condenser offers an attractive, ingenious solution of the 
problem in le technology and involves an inherent, additional advantageous 
feature. The resistance is substituted by the switched condenser consisting of 
an electroriic switch and a condenser. Remarkably good electronic switch can 
be produced by MOS technology. 

What is actually the switched condenser [1 J? A parallel and a series 
switched condenser circuit are shown in Figs l.a and l.b, respectively. The 
switch S connects terminal 0 to terminal 1 in the first half period T/2 and to 

0>---_0 

0.1 bl c.l 

Fill. 1. For the explanation of the switched condenser concept 

terminal 2 in the second half period T/2. The switching frequency f= I/Tcan 
be either constant or it can be changed. Voltage Ui and Uo are supposed to 
be constant within one period T. 

In the circuit of Fig. l.a the charge of the condenser is qi = CUi in the 
first half period and qo = CUo in the second one. The average current: 

(1) 

In the circuit in Fig. l.b the charge of the condenser is q = C(u i - uo) in the 
first half period, and in the second one the condenser is short-circuited and 
the charge is zero. The average current: 

i = q = C Ui - Uo = Ui - Uo . 
T T R 

(2) 

From the viewpoint of average current i the switched condenser can be 
considered in both circuits as a resistance (Fig. I.c). 

T I 
R=-=-C fC' 

(3) 

The paper tries to explore some of the feasibilities of the idea of switched 
condensers in power electronics. 
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3. Energetical considerations 

Obviously, in IC technique the efficiency plays no decisive role. On the 
other hand, in power electronics it is one of the most important factors. 

One theoretically possible way to realize the parallel switched condenser 
by thyristor switches in power electronics is shown in Fig. 2. Resistance R is 
needed to limit the current. Unfortunately, the configuration cannot be 
applied, due to the extremely high power loss. 

In order to avoid the high power losses and the high di/dt value, chokes 
rather than resistors are inserted in the circuits (Fig. 3). The free-wheeling 
thyristors drawn by dotted line clamp down the maximum and minimum 

Fig. 2. Parallel switched condenser by thyristor switches and by series resistance 

Fig. 3. Parallel switched condenser by thyristor switches and by series inductance 

value of condenser voltage !le and provide a path for the energy trapped in 
choke L towards the output or input condenser. Condenser Ci and Co are 
needed because of the high frequency operation. Energy can be transported 
from the input to the output and vice versa. The configuration is the so-called 
parallel switched condenser circuit. 

The energy taken by a current pulse from the input source and delivered 
by the next current pulse to the output is constant provided that the input 
voltage and the C condenser voltage change are constant. 

A simple version of the so-called series switched condenser circuit is 
shown in Fig. 4. It can deliver energy only from the input to the output. 
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Ti L~ 

-uc 

Fig. 4. Series switched condenser circuit 

Assuming Vi=const. and Vo=const. as well as Vi> Voand turning on 
thyristor 7;, a sinusoidal current pulse flows in the series ringing circuit L-C. 
The condenser voltage Uc is increasing from its initial value Uc - Vi' 
Reaching the value Uc + Vi 7; turns off and diode D starts conducting the 
choke current i which will be diminishing as a negative ramp function with 
speed di/dt = - u 0/ L. Later turning on thyristor To, the voltage Uc is reversed 
and it takes its initial value uc = - Vi again. 

A number of rectifier, chopper and inverter circuits can be built on the 
basis of S. C. concept. One of them is the chopper discussed here. 

4. Chopper circuit 

The chopper configuration shown in Fig. 5 is based on the series S. C. 
circuit (Fig. 4). Constant and smooth Uip and Uin input voltages (Uip = - Uin = V;) 
and Ci > > C, Co> > C are supposed. The positive upper side sinusoidal 
current pulse ip generates a positive voltage swing across the switched 
condenser C while the negative, lower side current in reduces the voltage Uc 
(Fig. 6). The current pulses start after turning on either the main thyristor Tp 
or 7;,. Now there is no need for condenser voltage reversing circuit since the 
d. c. component of current ic is zero. 

Tn L ""i;;"" 

Fig. 5. DC-DC converter 
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Clamping thyristor 'fep and 'fen are inserted in the place of the free
wheeling diode D. They can be fired at any time after Iuel> Vi' The peak 
values of the condenser voltage lie are clamped by them at a lower value 
(Fig. 6). After turning on, for instance, thyristor 'fep at angle 'l., thyristor Tp is 
turned off and the choke current ip commutates from Tp to 'fep. 

The input power is: 

7 

I f 2V}c Pi =2Vi- ied wt= p (I-cos 'l.), 
coT wT 

(4) 

o 

where I ep is the peak value of the condenser current ie , T is the period, 

(1)= 1/) Le. 
Being Co> > C, the output voltages are smooth, uOp = UOn = U o. Neg

lecting the losses in the chopper, the output power Po = Pi and the output 
voltage: 

(5) 

where I L is the load current. Voltage V 0 can be changed by Vi' T and 'l. 

at constant load current. On the other hand, I ep depends both on the output 
voltage V 0 and on the peak value of the condenser voltage ludO)I. Conse
quently, Equ. (5) is not the best form to judge the ways for changing the output 
voltage Vo. Somewhat deeper study of the circuit is needed. 
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5. Analysis 

5,] Basic configuration. No clamping 

In the following study the clamping thyristor 7;p and 7;n are omitted in 
the circuit in Fig. 5. The resulting so called basic configuration is not a practical 
one. Its output voltage cannot be changed at constant load current in steady 
state. However, the understanding of its operation clarifies the behaviour of 
the chopper circuit shown in Fig. 5. 

Again constant and smooth input voltages are supposed (uip = -Uin = UJ 
On the other hand, now only the input condenser is chosen at much higher 
value than the other two: C i > > C and C i > > Co. It means that the output 
volt ages uOP and UOn vary with the current pUlse. Constant and smooth load 
current iL = I L is assumed. As a consequence of perfect symmetry only the 
upper, positive side of the circuit is analysed. 

At time t = 0 thyristor Tp is turned on. The value of the output and 
condenser voltages are uo(O) = uOp(O) and udO) < O. The resultant voltage 
Vi - uo(O) - udO) generates a sinusoidal current pulse in switched condenser C: 

. Vi-uo(O)-udO). 
lcu= ~ smwt, 

yL/C* 
(6) 

CCo 1 
where C* = and w = rr;::;;' 

C+Co yLC* 

On the other hand, load current I L as an input step function generates 
a condenser current: 

C 
ici = C+C

o 
IL(l-coswt). (7) 

The resultant condenser current: 

(8) 

(9) 

where 
I _ Ui-uo(O)-udO) 
Cp- jL/C* 

(9a) 

Equation (7) is obtained from the following node and loop equations (iop = io): 

(l0) 
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uo= U.-ue-uL= U·- - lc· dt - L -If' die 
I I C dt . 

Differentiating the last relation: 

. duo Co. d 2 ic 
IO=C0dt = - Cle-CoL dt 2 . 

From Equs (10) and (12): 

* die . _ C 
C L dt 2 + le - C + Co I L' 

Equation (7) is the solution of differential equation (13). 
The condenser voltage: 

w/ 

If' udwt) = udO) + wC le d 0Jt . 

o 

Substituting here relation (9): 

udwt) = udO) + I epX d I - cos wt) + 

C . 
+ C+C

o 
ILXdwt-smwt), 

where 
Xe= l/wC. 

The output voltage variation in interval 0::;: wt::;: cte is: 

wt 

uo(wt) = uo(O) + -Cl f (ie - Id d wt . 
w 0 

o 

ct e is the extinction angle of current ie. 

Substituting again relation (9): 

[ 
C* C* ] 

uo(wt)=uo(O)+Xeo Iep(1-cos wt)- C ILwt- Co IL sin wt , 

where 

Xeo= l/wCo · 

The output voltage change in interval ct e ::;: wt::;: w T is: 

wt 

uo(wt) = uo(cte)- -Cl f IL d wt. 
w 0 

9 

(11 ) 

(12) 

( 13) 

(14) 

(14a) 

(15) 

(15a) 
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Uo(wt) = UO(!Xe ) - I LX eo(wt - !Xe) . (16) 

The average value of the input power: 

2U i [ C*. ] 
Pi = wT Ieil-cos!Xe)+ Co Id!Xe-sm!XJ . (17) 

Assuming lossless circuit, the average output power Po = Pi and the average 
output voltage: 

Equation 

p. 
Uo= ?I' . 

- L 

UO=U i 

must be satisfied. The reason is as follows (Fig. 7): 

o ()(e I 
I_ WAT .1 

wT 

Fiy. 7. Time function of output voltage 

IntervaIO::;;wt::;;!Xe: 

wt 

1. The initial and final values of the choke current are zero. 
The average value of the choke voltage: 

'.le iC(2e) 

UL=U Lp = 1 f uLpdwt= LT f die=O. 
wT w 

o ic(O) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

2. As a consequence of the perfect symmetry the relation between the 
initial and final value of the condenser voltage !le is: 

(21 ) 
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3. Taking into consideration Equ. (21) and idO:e) 0 from Equ. (9), it can 
be shown that the average value of the condenser voltage: 

Ve= -1-f ued wt=O. 
wT 

o 

(22) 

Conclusion: V 0 = Vi must be satisfied in this interval as a consequence of 
Equs (20) and (22). 

At the same time relation (Fig. 7): 

(23) 

can be proved on the basis of Equs ie(O:e) = 0 [see Equ. (9)J, ucCO:e) = - ucCO) 
[see Equ. (14)J and UO(O:e) [see Equ. (15)]. 

Interval O:e~wt~wT 

The output voltage uo is decreasing as a ramp function (Fig. 7) and as 
a consequence of relation (23) the voltage-time area: 

wl f (u o- VJ d wt=O. 

V 0 = Vi must be satisfied in this interval again. Naturally V 0 Vi holds in 
the whole period. 

The calculation of the variables at given C, Co, T, Viand I L goes as 
follows: 

Being idO:e)=O, from Equ. (9): 

(24) 

From Equ. (15): 

(25) 

From Equ. (16): 

(26) 

where the periodicy conditIOn uo(w1) = uo(O) has been applied. 
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Substituting Equs (24) and (26) into Equ. (25): 

T= C* (. _? I-cos CX e ) 
cv C cx e - . 

o SIll cx e 

(27) 

relation is deduced. It means that period T as well as C, Co determine the 
extinction angle cx e . 

In the next two steps the switched condenser voltage amplitude udcxe) 
and the maximum value of the output voltage UO(cxe) are calculated from Equ. 
(14) and from Equ. (16), respectively. 

_ IL (_? I-cos CX e ) _ ~ 
udexe)-? -(C C) cx e -. -?C T, _cv + 0 SIll cx e -

(28) 

1 
UO(cxe) = Ui + 2 I LX co(cvT - CX e) = Ui + J U . (29) 

Relations (23) and (24) have been used in the derivation of Equs' (28) and (29), 
respectively. 

The result given in Equ. (28) can easily be explained. The current pulse 
ic delivers the charge Q = C[2udcxe)] from the input to the output condenser 
Co while the same amount of charge Q = I LTis taken from the condenser Co 
by the load current. 

The interpretation of Equ. (29) is as follows (Fig. 7): The load current 
IL flowing across condenser Co in time JT=(T-(Xe/cv)/2 delivers a charge 
JQ=ILLtTand generates a voltage change JU=LtQ/Co . 

Figure 8 summarizes the steps of calculation. 
Introducing per unit system, Equs (28) and (29) take the form: 

where 

and 

l' _ IL 
L- 2 

-cvCU· n ! 

(28a) 

(29a) 

(30) 
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Given C. Co. T Equ. 

Uj.IL 

+ 
C*- CCo . 

- C+C o • 
w __ 1_ 

- VLC* 
t 

Uo=Uj (19) 

+ 
Po =Pj=2Uo IL (18) 

t 

T C*( 21-cos cxe) 
w =c;; cxe- sin cxe (27) 

+ 
ILT 

uc(CX e) =- uo(O) = 2C (28) 

t 
ll.U = uo(CXe) - Uj = 

IL (wT - cxe) (29) 

= 
2wCo 

Fig. 8. Steps of calculation 

Figure 9 shows the variation Cl. e as a function of wTCo/C* on the basis 
of Equ. (27). The order of magnitude of wTCo/C* is at least 103 degrees, that 
is, the extinction angle is somewhere in the range 200o~Cl.e~ 180°. 

It was proved that relation V 0 = Vi must be satisfied in steady state 
[Equ. (19)]. For the sake of simplicity let us suppose for a moment that a d. c. 
voltage source is connected in the place of condenser Co and its voltage 

CXO e 

500 

100 

O+---r--'~----.-----~-' 
o 250 500 1000 10000 wT Co 

I·scale changed 
C* 

Fig. 9. Extinction angle ':t.~ versus wTCo/C*=wT(I + Co/C) 
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v 0 is smaller than Vi' that is, ,1 Vi - V o. After each current pulse the 
condenser voltage amplitude will increase by 2,1 value. Steady-state can be 
reached either in case ,1 = 0 or by firing the clamping thyristor 7;p and 7;" in 
Fig. 5 at time when the condenser voltage Uc takes a pr~et constant value. 

5.2 Chopper with clamping 

The clamping thyristor 7;p and 7;n in Fig. 5 are fired at angle 'Y. measured 
from the gating of the main thyristor Tp and T", respectively after the voltage 
across them becomes positive. Otherwise all of the assumptions mentioned 
at the beginning of section 5.1 hold. Now steady-state can be ensured although 
the average output voltage V 0 < Vi' The output voltage V 0 can be changed 
at constant input voltage as well. 

The time functions of ic and that of Uc are shown in Fig. 6. The main 
thyristor Tp is turned on at wt = 0 and the clamping thyristor 7;p is fired at 
wt='Y. when ud'Y.) > Vi' Equ. (9) for the condenser current ic, Equ. (15) for the 
condenser voltage Uc and Equ. (14) for the output voltage Uo are still valid in 
the interval O:S;;wt:S;;'Y.. Now ludO)1 udo:) is the clamped condenser voltage 
amplitude. 

Right after firing the clamping thyristor the condenser voltage stops 
changing, its current ic is zero. The choke current ip reaches its zero value at 
the extinction angle 'Y. e • It is assumed that the next main thyristor is gated 
only after the choke current has declined to zero. In the interval 'Y.:S;; wt:S;; ':I. e 

the choke current i p in the ringing circuit Tcp - L- C is: 

where 

Wo 
X t = -(wt-'Y.). 

W 

The output voltage: 

(31 ) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

In fact, beside Vi and I L the firing angle 'Y. and the period T can be 
selected at a given circuit. All other variables, namely the extinction angle 'Y. e , 

the condenser voltage tic and current ic , the output voltage Uo and current 
io as well as the choke current can be calculated from Vi' I L' ':I. and T. However, 
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from mathematical point of view the selection of 'Y..e rather than T is rewarding. 
I t means that besides Vi' I Land 'Y.. the extinction angle 'Y.. e will be preselected. 
The rest of the variables will be calculated from them. 

5.2.1 Calculation t<linstantaneous values 

It has been shown [Equ. (27)] that the period Tcan be calculated from 
'Y.. e in the case when the clamping thyristor are not fired. The picture is more 
complex with clamping thyristor gated. The value T depends not only on 'Y.. e 

but on 'Y.., Vi and I L too as we will see. 
In order to calculate Tsix equations are needed at the beginning. They 

are as follows: id'Y..), ip('Y..e)=O, ud'Y..) = -udal, uo('Y..), UO('Y.. e ) and uo(w1)=uo(O). 

where 

id'Y..)=Icpsin'Y..+ C~Co Idl-cos'Y..), (9b) 

. uo('Y..) . . 
lp('Y.. e)=- X* smx+[ld'Y..)-ILJcosx+IL=O, (30a) 

L 

ud'Y..) = - udal = udal + I cpX c(1- cos 'Y..) + 

C . 
+ c+c

o 
ILXd'Y..-sm'Y..), 

uo('Y..)=uo(O)+icpXco(l-cos 'Y..)-ILXco(~* 'Y..+ ~: sin 'Y..)' 

uo('Y.. e ) = uo('Y..) cos x + [id'Y..) - I LJX t sin x , 

uo(w1) = uo(O) = uo('Y..e ) - I LX co(wT - 'Y.. e ), 

(14b) 

(l5b) 

(35a) 

(26a) 

(36) 

Substituting Equ. (9b) into Equs (30a) and (35a) as well as taking into 
consideration Equ. (9a), the following matrix equation is obtained from Equs 
(30a), (l4b), (I5b) and (35a) in per unit: 

Au=Bv (37) 
where 

-I al3 ° 
a21 ° ° A= 
a3J a32 ° 

(38) 

a4J a42 a43 
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T [' U = udC() U~(O) UO(C() 

-1 b12 

b22 
B= 

b31 b32 

b41 b42 

ff.o 1 
a13= - C* -.-tgx, 

SIll C( 

2 ~* -(I-cos C() 
a21=-----

I-cos C( 

a31 
C* 

- Co (l-cosC(), 

C* 
a32= Co (l-cos C()-1 , 

41 
fC*. . 

a = - .y Co SIll C( SIll X , 

a42= -a41 , 

a43= -cos x, 

U~(C(e)] 

b 12 = _ ~ ~ [ C 1 - cos C( + 1 - cos x ] 
1! C * C + Co sin C( sin C( cos x ' 

2 C C(-sin C( 
b22= - , 

1! Co I-cos C( 

b31 = -a31 , 

b32= _ ~~(C* C(+ C* sinC(), 
1! Co C Co 

b41 = - a41 , 

2!f*[C . C. ] b42= - - -(I-COSc()SIllX- ~SIllX . 
1! Co Co C 

(39) 

(40) 

(41 ) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

(4S) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

(SO) 

(SI) 

(S2) 

(S3) 

(S4) 
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The four components of column matrix u can be calculated from Equ. 
(37) at given I~, lI. and lI.e. Finally coTis determined from Equ. (26a): 

coT= I ~o /~ [u~(lI.e)-u~(O)J+lI.e=f(l~,lI.,lI.e)+lI.e· (55) 

In contrast to Equ. (27) now coTdepends not only lI. e but on lI. and I~ as well. 

5.2.2 Power, output voltage 

The average value of the input power: 

(56) 

The voltage change of the switched condenser during current conduction 
(Fig. 6): 

(Z 

udll.) - udO) = 2udll.) = co1c f ic d cot . 

o 

From the last two equations: 

p.= 2W = 4CUiUc(lI.) 
I TT' 

(57) 

(58) 

where W is the energy transported by the circuit from the input to the output 
by one ic current pulse. Keeping udll.) at constant value by the clamping 
thyristors, W is constant as well. 

or 

In case of lossless chopper the average output power: 

4C 
Po=Pi= T Uiudll.) , 

Substituting Equ. (14): 

2U i [ C*. ] Po= coT Icil-cosll.)+ Co IL(lI.-slllll.) . 

The average value of the output voltage from Po=2UoIL: 

U i [Icp C*. ] Uo= coT ~(I-cosll.)+ Co (lI.-Slllll.) 

2. Pl..'rindica Polytct:hnica M. 31'1 

(59) 

(59a) 

(60) 

(61) 
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or 

In per unit 
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V' = n uc(er:) 
o wT I~ . 

P~=2V~I~. 

(62) 

(63) 

(59b) 

The following conclusions can be drawn from Equs (59) ... (63) for a given 
circuit: 

According to Equ. (59) the output voltage can be changed by Vi' uder:) 
and T. In practice Viis usually constant. In order to keep the voltage stress 
of the components on low value. uder:) is chosen near at value Vi by selecting 
the right firing anglex. It means that the basic way for changing Po is the 
variation of period T. 

The same statements hold for changing the output voltage V 0 except 
that V 0 depends on the value of the load current I L as well [Equ. (62)]. 

The most important conclusion one has to keep in mind is that the con
figuration is a constant energy delivery device if Vi=const. and udx)=const. 
The energy W transported by each current pulse is constant. 

Equation (61) takes the same form as Equ. (5) when Co~ C*, that is, when 
the output voltage is smooth, ripple free. From Equs (61) and (63): 

C* ] Co (x-sin x) . (64) 

Icp is the amplitude of the current pulse flowing as a response to the voltages 
V;, u~(O) and uc(O) [Equ. (9a)]. From Equ. (9): 

(65) 

Assuming er::::;; n, I~p is the maximum value of the condenser current component 
flowing as a response to the load current I~. 

5.2.3 Smooth output coltage. Discontinuous current condition 

It is assumed that the choke current is discontinuous, that is, it reaches 
its zero value before the same main thyristor is turned on again. 

Increasing the capacitance Co of the output condenser, output voltage 
Uo becomes more and more smooth. On the other hand in the case of 
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Co ~ C*, I~p~ I~p and with good approximation: 

I~p= 1 1 nu~«(X) 
-cos (X 

(64a) 

and 
u~(wt)= V~. (66) 

The instantaneous value of the output voltage does not change. The 
condenser current is pure sinusoidal in interval 0::; wt::; (X (Fig. 6). 

Now the relation among U~et), et and V~ from Equ. (14) is: 

u~«(X)=(1- V~)/f3. (67) 

h 
R_ 1 +cos rx 

were ,.,- 1 . 
-cos (X 

Substituting u;(rx) from Equ. (64a) into Equ. (63): 

(68) 

and into Equ. (67): 

I~p= 1 n (1- V~)= 1 n u~(rx). 
+ cos (X - cos rx 

(69) 

From the last two equations: 

V' _ n 
0- n+f3wTI~ 

(70) 

Selecting the values rx, wT and I~, the unknows V~, I~p and u~(rx) can be 
determined from Equs (70), (69) and (67). 

In the interval rx::; wt::; (Xe the choke current: 

i~ = i~(rx) - V ~(wt - rx)n/2 . 

At the extinction angle wt = rxe: 

that is 

i~(rxe)=O= i~rx) - V~(rxe - (X)n/2. 

2 I~p . 
rxe= - -V' Sill rx+rx. 

n 0 

The maximum value of the output voltage: 

V omax = Vi 

2* 

(71 ) 
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and that of the energy when VO=Vi and -UC<0) = Vi: 

Wmax =2Cvl· (72) 

The maximum value of the output power (CX e =:x = n) 

2Wmax 4cvl 
POmax = T.. I 

fitn min 

2wcvl 
n 

(73) 

and that of the load current: 

P Omax 1 • 1 Vi 
ILmax = -- = -WCUi= --X' 

Vi n n c 
(74) 

Vi and Pomax have been selected as base quantities. The base quantity for the 

current is 21 Lmax = 2 ~ [see Equ. (30)]. The rated value of I~ is 0.5. The 
n Xc 

output power in per unit [Equ. (63)]: 

, 2n, ( 
Po = --:--Tuc :x). 

w 
(75) 

When the output quantities are at their rated values and wT= WTmin = 2n, 
cx=n then Ue(:X) = 1, :Xe=n, Iep=n/2. It is a theoretical limit case since the 
turn-ofT time for both thyristors are zero as it will be seen soon. 

The time function of ie, i~ and ue is shown in Fig. lOa and Figures band c 
present the time functions of thyristor voltages uTp and U Tn , respectively. The 
turn-ofT time for the main thyristors (Fig. b): 

T 1 
toff = ? - -(:X-L'h) _ w 

and that for the clamping thyristors: 

(76) 

(77) 

Figure 11 shows the variation of fep and U~ as a function of:x drawn on 
the basis of Equs (64a) and (67). Parameter is ue(:x). V~ is approaching zero 
at :(=:(0' In the case ofuC(x)= 1 the value xo=90°. The extinction angle ::t.. e->% 

at :(0' 

From Equs (70) and (75): 

Ue(x) = 'R' 
n+wTI uA:x) 

(78) 

Figure 12 presents :Xe and w TfL in the function of:(. The parameter is ue(::t..). 
wT> 'Y. e at any firing angle 'Y. and ue(::t..) even in some cases of load current 
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Fig. 10. Time functions for discontinuous current conduction CO?> C. Scale is changed in b) 
and c) compared to a) 

} I" 
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t 
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Fiy. 11. The average output voltage U~ and the peak value of the condenser current Icp versus 
:x for smooth output voltage 
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--- wTI'L 

- CXe 

500 

1.0 1.1 1.2 1.l - Uc (cx) 

O+--.--------------.--------.----~ 
90 100 150 180 

Fig. 12. iXe(iX) and WTI~(iX) for smooth output voltage 

I~ > I. I~ = I is twice as high as the rated load current. It means that the 
configuration works only in discontinuous current conduction mode. 

The most important quantities belonging to preselected IY. and wT/~ can 
be determined from Figs 11 and 12. 

On the basis of the previous relations three more expressions are given 
here, namely from Equs (68) and (71): 

11: I-cos IY. 1 
wT= -2 (lY.e-IY.)· -I' . 

smlY. L 
(79) 

From Equs (67) and (75): 

U
' _ 2 sin IY. 
0-

2 sin 1Y.+(lY.e-IY.)(1 +cos IY.) 
(80) 

and with the last equation: 

, 4/~ sin IY. 
Po = ---------=-----------

2 sin 1Y.+(lY.e-IY.)(1 +cos IY.) 
(81 ) 

The next chapter uses the three equations for comparison between the various 
functions obtained by supposing smooth d. c. output voltage on the one hand 
and on the other determined them in the more general case when the output 
voltage varies during the period. 
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6. Computer results 

Figures 13-21 present the numerical results in per unit for the condenser 
ratios Co/C= 10,20 and 40 as well as for firing angles Ct=9OS, 120° and 160°. 
The parameter in each case is the extinction angle Ct e • The variables are plotted 
as a function of the load current I~. The "a" figures show the variation of 
the output voltages u~(O), u~(Ct) and u~(Cte) as well as that of the condenser 
voltage amplitude uc(Ct) [Equ. (37)]. The "b" figures show wT[Equ. (55)J, the 
variation of the average value of the output voltage U ~ [Equ. (63)J and that 
of the output power p~ [Equ. (59a)J as a function of 11.. The "b" figures include 
the results calculated on the basis of Equs (79), (80) and (81) for smooth output 
voltage drawn by heavy lines for the sake of comparison. 

As it was expected the output voltage U ~ can be reduced by increasing 
wTand by decreasing Ct in order to keep uC(Ct) near unity. Figure 22 drawn on 
the basis of the same equations used for plotting Figs 19, 20 and 21 confirms 
the previous statement. The un equality 1 < uC(Ct) < 1.3 holds for the curves in 
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Fig. 13. Instantaneous values of the output voltage u~(O), uo(::r:), uo(::r:e ) and the peak value of 
the condenser voltage uC(::r:) versus load current I~ (Fig. a). Average value of the output voltage 

V o, output power Po and the period wTversus I~ (Fig. b) 
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Fig, 14. Instantaneous values of the output voltage uo(O), UC1(:X)' uo(:Xe ) and the peak value of 
the condenser voltage ud':x) versus load current l~ (Fig. a). Average value of the output voltage 
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Fig. 15. Instantaneous values of the output voltage uo(O), uo(:X), UO(:Xe ) and the peak value of 
the condenser voltage ud':x) versus load current l~ (Fig. a). Average value of the output voltage 

U o, output power Po and the period wTversus I~ (Fig. b) 
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Fig. 17. Instantaneous values of the output voltage u~(O), t/o(~), UO(~e) and the peak value of 
the condenser voltage t/c.(~) versus load current I~ (Fig. a). Average value of the output voltage 

[;'0' output power Po and the period wTversus I;. (Fig. b) 
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Fig. 18. Instantaneous values of the output voltage uo(O), uo((1), 110((1.) and the peak value of 
the condenser voltage U~(1) versus load current I~ (Fig. a). Average value of the output voltage 

V o, output power Po and the period wTversus I~ (Fig. b) 
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Fig. 19. Instantaneous values of the output voltage 110(0), uo((1), UO((1e) and the peak value of 
the condenser voltage U~(1) versus load current I~ (Fig. a). Average value of the output voltage 

V o, output power Po and the period wTversus I~ (Fig. b) 
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Fig. 20. Instantaneous values of the output voltage u~(O), u~(C\:), u~(C\:e) and the peak value of 
the condenser voltage u;;.(C\:) versus load current I~ (Fig. a). Average value of the output voltage 

U~, output power p~ and the period wTversus I~ (Fig. b) 
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U~, output power p~ and the period wTversus I~ (Fig. b) 
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Fig. 22. The smaller the firing angle is the bigger the change in the output 
voltage is during the period. The difference between the average output 
voltages U~ calculated for smooth and for varying output voltage is quite 
substantial at low. firing angle rx and it approaches zero as the firing angle 
gets closer to 1800

• 
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1.0 wT wT=1.50 0 

J~o ~ 
~ 
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wT 
0.5 t ~9000 

1200~ 
1500;V--
3000 0 

0~1.~0~00~0 __ .--. __ '--. __ -r_,, ____ .~ 
90 100 120 140 160 

Fig. 22. Average value of output voltage U~ versus firing angle 7. 

The peak condenser current I~p as a function of rx can be seen in Fig. 
23 [Equ. (64)]. The curves I~p(rx) at C olC > 10 does not deviate substantially 
from those shown in Fig. 23. I~p increases by the reduction of 'Y.. I~p = nl2 at 
'Y. = 1800 and doubles itself at rx = 90° at no-load. 

I'Cp cotC =10 

3.0 
ui: (ex):l 

~ 

2.0 
~ 
~ 
~ 

" I'L=O.O ............ _-
Ii. =0.5 

1.0 
90 120 150 180 ex O 

Fig. 23. Peak value of condenser current Icp versus firing angle 7. 

The time functions of u~, u~, i~ and i~ are plotted at four different 
operation points in Figs 24-27. The condenser voltage amplitude: 

:I 

udrx)= ~ f i~dwt 
o 
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Fig. 24. Time functions of the output and condenser voltages u~. u~ as well as that of condenser 
and choke current (( and i~) 
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Fig. 15. Time functions of the output and condenser voltages u~. u~ as well as that of condenser 
and choke current (i~ and i~) 

and it is near unity in each case. It means, that the condenser current integral 
is near constant, that is, I~p has to be increased as '1. is reduced. On the other 
hand, wT is several times as high at '1.=90° as it is at '1.= 180°. Being I~ 
constant (I~ =0.5), the average value of current i~ must be constant as well. 
It is ensured by ballooning the tail of the current pulse ip from '1. till 'le at 
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Fig. 26. Time functions of the output and condenser yoltages uo, u~. as well as that of condenser 
and choke current (ie and i~) 
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Fig. 27. Time functions of the output and condenser yoltages uo, ue as well as that of condenser 
and choke current (ie and i~) 

small rJ.. It can be happened only if the output voltage is reduced since then the 
rate of the current change dip/dt = - uo/ L is small as well. It is the mechanism 
how the reduction of rJ. and the increase of w T produce smaller output voltage. 
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7. Comparison 

It is rewarding to compare the suggested circuit with the chopper shown 
in Fig. 28a [2J. The power transfer is carried out by the switched condenser 
C here as well. Likewise the thyristors are turned-ofT, owing to series capacitor 
commutation. 

On starting, Tt and T4 are first pulsed to charge C from uc= - Vi to 
lie = + Vi via the load. Assuming constant load current, Ue increases as a ramp 
function (Fig. b). Owing to series-capacitor commutation the load current 
commutates from the thyristors to diode D at angle lY. e (Fig. c). Thyristor Tt, 
T4 are reversed biased until C has discharged completely. Firing thyristors T2, 
T3 at Jr, the load current commutates from the diode to the thyristors and 
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l ·Iwto~~n 
'----'---.---,�<__--'------_. eJ 

wt 

Fig. 28. Chopper with trapezoidal current (Fig. a) and its time functions (Figs b ... e) 
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the condenser is recharging in the opposite direction until uc = - Vi. Series
capacitor commutation turns-off the thyristors again. Diode D conducts the 
load current from (n + Cle) until 2n and the cycle repeats itself. 

Assuming rt.e n at rated output power P On' the average value of the 
[output voltage V 0 = Viand] P On = I Ln V 0 = I Ln Vi· I Ln is the rated load current. 

The thyristor stresses of the circuits with sinusoidal current (Fig. 5) and 
with trapezoidal current (Fig. 28a) at rated load is given in Table 1. In both 
cases Cle n, and the operation frequency is the same. The clamping thyristors 
are replaced by diodes in Fig. 5, that is, u~(rt.)= 1 . The same volt-ampere 
products for the sum of thyristors results twice as high output power in the 
case of sinusoidal current than with trapezoidal current. In fact, the comparison 
is even more favourable for the circuit with sinusoidal current at rated load 
since the average current handling capability of the fast thyristors is a> 1 
times higher at sinusoidal current than with trapezoidal one at repetition 
frequency around 5 kHz. The ratio "a" can be as high as 1.5-2. Further 
advantages are that the condenser current flows across only one thyristor 
instead of two, the output voltage is more-less smooth and the current is 
sinusoidal. It provides better conditions from EMI point of view. 

Nevertheless the picture is not as nice as it seems to be from Table 1. 
The drawbacks of the circuit with sinusoidal current are included in Table 2. 
U~(Cl) = 1 is assumed again. One of the most important drawbacks is that the 
voltage stress of the thyristors is not constant, it is twice as high at zero output 
voltage than at rated one. The diode cost is twice and two chokes as well as 
two output condensers are needed in the circuit with sinusoidal current. The 
term "circuit with sinusoidal current" for the circuit in Fig. 5 is not accurate 
any more. The sinusoidal current stops flowing at angle Cl in the thyristor 
and the current commutates from the thyristor to the diode. The commutation 

Turn-ofT time* 
Volt-ampere product per thyristor* 
Volt-ampere product for the sum of thyristors* 
Rated output power 

Table 1 

Average current handling capability of thyristors 
Number of thyristors simultaneously on 
Electro Magnetic Interference 
Output voltage ripple 

* Valid at rated output power 

Sinusoidal current Trapezoidal current 
(Fig. 5) (Fig. 28a) 

T/4 
lv,V, 

2lv ,V, 
lv,(2V,) 
Higher 

I 
Lower 
Lower 

T/4 
(1/21 L.) V, 

4{ 1/21 Ln) V, 

lLnVi 
Lower 

2 
Higher 
Higher 

Comparison and advantages of circuit with sinusoidal current. 
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Table 2 

Maximum value of thyristor voltage 
Maximum value of volt-ampere product for the sum of 
thyristors 
Volt-ampere product per diode 
Volt-am:;!re product for the sum of diodes 
It has two chokes and two output condensers 
Peak current of the thyristor increases with U 0 

Sinusoidal current 
(Fig. 5) 

2U; 

4ILn U; 
21 LnU; 

4I LnU; 
Yes 
Yes 
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Trapezoidal current 
(Fig. 28a) 

2/Ln U; 
2/Ln U; 
2ILnU; 

No 
No 

is the main source of EMI. The peak current of the thyristor increases with 
the reduction of the output voltage, that is, that of iJ. (Fig. 23) and it can be 
twice as high as the peak current at rated load. 

The current pulse delivers constant energy. The repetition frequency 
J = liT must be reduced with the reduction of the output power. It increases 
substantionally the voltage ripple in the output voltage (Figs 13-21). The 
main source for the output voltage ripple is not the reduction of the load 
current but rather that of the average output voltage. 

8. Configuration with subcircuits 

The ripple of the output voltage can be better suppressed by dividing 
the circuit in Fig. 5 into n subcircuits (Fig. 29) where n = 2, 3, 4 ... The set-up 
of each subcircuit is the same as that of the circuit in Fig. 5. n separate d. c. 
supply voltages are needed. Each subcircuit operates in the same way as the 
one drawn in Fig. 5 . 

nL 

~ uc 

nL 

nL 

Fig. 29. Converter with subcircuits 

3 Pcriodica Polytcchnica M. 32,' I 
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Be assumed n=4, CO/Cr= 10, Uc(ex) = 1 and for the sake of simplicity 
approximately smooth output voltage. 

Table 3 presents the time functions of the condenser current at three 
output power: P~= 1, 1/2, 1/4. In each case the output volt~e U~ = 1 and 
the number of switched condenser is n 1, 2, 4. The current shapes shown 
for n = I and n = 2 can be realized with four switched condenser as well but 
the potential benefit of the four subcircuits would not be exploited. The ripple 
in the resultant condenser current: 

is drasticly reduced with four subcircuits. At the same time C O/Cr is increased 
up to 40 where Cr is the capacitance of the switched condenser in one subcircuit. 
The ripple of the output voltage is considerable reduced. 

Similar condenser current curves can be drawn when the output power 
is changed by the reduction of the output voltage U~ rather than that of the 
load current. The only difference is that the current pulses are truncated, they 
stop flowing from firing angle ex on (Fig. 11). ex drops at near 110° at U~ 0.5 
and at 98° when the output voltage is U ~ = 0.25 . 

As a numerical example let us take the following rated values for one 
subcircuit: Po=25 kW, Uo=250 V,f=5 kHz and (Co/n)/Cr = 10. The rated 
load current I Ln 50 A, I Cp = nI Ln = 157 A, Cr = 20pF and nL= 50pH . Ten 
subcircuits connected in parallel result 250 kW rated output power. Then the 
phase shift <p among the condenser current pulses at rated output power is 

<p= ~~ =36°. The minimum value of the resultant choke current is with 

(1- cos 18°) = 0.0489, that is, 4.89~~ less then its peak value. The ripple in the 
resultant choke current and in the output voltage is rather low. To acquire 
some sense of the dynamic response of the system let us calculate the time J t 
needed to reach the rated output voltage starting from the state U 0 = 0 at no
load when the output condensers are charged with rated current. The time 
Jt = 250 V x 2 x 10 - 3F /500A = 1 ms. It is rather fast. 

Conclusion 

The paper describes a high frequency thyristor chopper. Its main 
attractions are that no forced commutation is needed and its thyristor current 
is partly sinusoidal. 

The mathematical investigation is carried out both in the case of smooth 
output voltage (Co = co) and in the case offluctuating output voltage ( Co:f: co). 
A number of computer results are presented. 
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The chopper suggested in the paper has been compared with an other 
chopper known from the literature. The latter one needs no forced commuta
tion as well. The advantages and disadvantages are pointed out. 

Finally, the chopper built up from a number of subcircuits is introduced. 
This configuration helps to suppress the output ripple. 
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